
 

A More Proactive Approach to 

Investment Management...         

A Market Timing Strategy? 
 

 

Genesis 

I created this strategy in early-2018 because I had a few clients 

that were no longer interested in the traditional “buy, hold, and  

rebalance” approach, especially given our concerns with U.S. 

stock market valuations that were exceeding the Great Depression 

and Dot-Com Bubble peaks. 

After all, if the most reliable valuation metrics are showing the  

market to be more expensive than ever before, why would we 

simply buy and hold stocks without any exit strategy in place? 

Couldn’t we be more proactive? 

The implication of paying an enormous valuation premium today is 

a very low, flat or even negative return on those assets for the next 

ten years. See: The Price You Pay Determines Your Return 

Don’t be mistaken, this does not necessarily mean returns will be 

flat every year for ten years but more likely characterized by a 

sharp drop and subsequent recovery. It is very rare for hyper-

valued assets to meander sideways. Hyper-valued assets tend to 

decline sharply and significantly. 

Wouldn’t it be great to have a plan in place for both selling hyper-

valued assets before the majority of the losses are experienced 

and also buying under-valued assets near their cyclical bottom? 

THAT is the objective of the Market Timing Strategy. 
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Melotte Financial Advisors, LLC (MFA) is a 

registered, fee-only independent         

investment advisor. 

MFA does not receive any commissions 

and does not sell any insurance, annuities 

or any other commissionable financial 

products. The purpose is to eliminate 

conflicts of interest so that Ken’s         

Interests are strictly aligned with his   

clients’.  Therefore, you can be confident 

all recommendations are made only   

because Ken believes they are in your 

best interest… not because of some third

-party remuneration. 

https://melottefa.com/updated-the-price-you-pay-determines-your-return/
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Market Timing Strategy 20-80 
Risk - Return Scatterplot showing both the gross return and monthly volatility. The 20-80 Market    
Timing Strategy (green) has outperformed the global stock market (orange) with just one-fourth the 
volatility! It’s called “20-80” because the stock exposure can range between 20% and 80% of the    
portfolio. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hypothetical growth of $10,000 (gross of fees) and cumulative return since inception (04/30/2018)  
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Market Timing Strategy 0-60 

Risk - Return Scatterplot showing both the gross return and monthly volatility of the more conservative 
Strategy where stocks can vary between 0% and 60% of the portfolio. This looks more like a           
traditional risk-return scatterplot where less risk means less return and vice-versa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hypothetical growth of $10,000 (gross of fees) and cumulative returns since inception (05/31/2018)  
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Risks and Other Disclosures 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Past returns are shown gross of actual advisory fees. There is no guarantee that the 

objectives of any strategy will be met. Account returns are calculated monthly, using a weighted-average time-weighted return method. 

Account returns  reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other income and the deduction of brokerage and custodial fees and expense 

ratios. Volatility/risk/standard deviation employs monthly standard deviations using standard deviation of monthly return calculated for 

each calendar month. 

  

The Blended Benchmark for MTS 20-80 is 50% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index and 50% MSCI ACWI Investable Net and 

assumes quarterly rebalancing. The Blended Benchmark for MTS 0-60 is 70% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index and 30% 

MSCI ACWI Investable Net and assumes quarterly rebalancing. MTS 20-80’s stock allocations can vary between 20% and 80% so at 

times it will be positioned materially different than the Blended Benchmark. MTS 0-60’s stock allocations can vary between 0% and 60% 

so at times it will be positioned materially different than the Blended Benchmark.  

 

The MSCI ACWI Investable Net is an unmanaged index intended to capture majority of global stocks in a  representative weighting. The 

Bloomberg Barclays Index is an unmanaged index that is widely regarded as a standard for measuring U.S. investment grade bond mar-

ket performance. These indices do not incur expenses and are not available for investment. These indices include reinvestment of divi-

dends and/or interest income. 

  

Both strategies are subject to various risks including potential loss of principal, general market risk, small and medium-sized company risk, 

foreign securities and emerging markets risk, default risk, interest rate risk, inflation risk and  liquidity risk. Buy and sell signals are deter-

mined by a proprietary rule. There will be more false signals than “real” signals meaning there will likely be periods of time, sometimes 

significant periods, where the Strategies will underperform their respective Benchmarks. Both Strategies may include asset classes not 

incorporated into the Indexes or Blended Benchmarks to which composite performance is compared. 

  

The composite performance includes all fee-paying, discretionary household reporting groups that employ each approach. There will be 

disparities in performance between household groups because each portfolio may have different holdings and cash flows. Different hold-

ings may arise from unique tax circumstances, legacy positions, customization for each household ’s unique circumstances, and presence 

of different account types (IRAs, Roth IRAs, 401(k)s, taxable accounts, etc…).  

The MTS 20-80 composite inception is 4/30/2018. There are 15 households included in its composite. The MTS 0-60 composite inception 

is 5/31/2018. There are 6 households included in its composite. 

 

 

 

 


